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ABSTRACT 
Talent management is an organization's commitment to recruit, hire, retain, and develop the most talented and superior 

employees available in the job market.Today Talent management is most significant factors for structure success. we have a 

tendency to will say talent management is distinctive, attracting, integration, developing, motivating and retentive folks of the 

organization .The 3 most significant areas were talent management, leadership development and performance management and 

rewards. in step with The Conference Board (Morton, 2005), ―talent‖ refers to ―individuals WHO have the potential to create a 

major distinction to this and future performance of the corporate.‖ This definition emphasises the necessity to incorporate not 

solely a read of however staff square measure playing currently, however conjointly their capability to perform within the 

future to fulfil new industrial demands. 
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INTRODUCTION 

HR can take the lead in some of the activities you see on this list, especially in recruiting and selecting new employees, and in the 

case of an employment termination. HR is also deeply involved in the performance management system, career planning, and so 

forth leading the development of the systems. Many corporations have enforced talent management systems in recent years, and 

also the issue has recently been subject to the eye of scientific literature, from totally different theoretical views. specifically, 

HRD literature advanced few essential views on talent management, discussing its real impact on HRD practices. this text reports 

the results from case studies on four Indian corporations, focusing the social control practices they enforced for managing talent. 

The results show that, within the Indian context, talent is managed for terribly totally different structure objectives, with the 

overall aim to foster a divided approach to the work force and to commit high and line managers to HRD activities. The results 

square measure compared with existing literature, and each implications for HRD apply and HRD theory square measure 

highlighted. 
 

LITERATURE ON TALENT MANAGEMENT  
Talent management has become a key management issue. many studies showed that business leaders think about finding 

proficient folks to be the one most significant social control preoccupation for this decade (e.g. Paauwe 2007; Guthridge, 
Kommand Lawson 2008; Deloitte 2010). These authors expect that the aggravating competition for talent can have a serious 

result on corporations. Despite the recession, several business leaders square measure adjusting their talent methods to fulfil the 
future talent shortages (Deloitte 2010). The increasing attention for talent and also the expected talent shortages square measure 

stricken by many trends and factors, like demographic changes caused by ageing and increasing quality and globalisation (e.g. 

Basri and Box 2008; Beechler and Woodward 2009; Tarique and Schuler 2010; Schuler, Jackson and Tarique 2011a, 2011b). 
Transformational changes in business environments conjointly have an effect on the number, quality and characteristics of the 

talent required (Ashton and jazz musician 2005; Guthridge et al. 2008; Beechler and Woodward 2009; Schuleret al. 2011a, 

2011b; Vaiman, servant and Collings 2012). This refers to developments like the shift from product-based to knowledge-based 
economies, the necessity for workers WHO will handle additional complicated occupations, the changes in structure (for 

example cooperation and network arrangements) and also the growing importance of building and sustaining relationships. 
Blass and Apr (2008, p. 48) state that ‗the extremely educated worker could be a less malleable supply for the corporate and a 

additional mobile capitalist of his/her intellectual, social and emotional capital‘. Schuler et al. (2011b) claim that the success of 

corporations nowadays relies on however effectively they determine and manage the (global) talent challenges they're 
confronted with and adapt to those challenges as they evolve and develop. The question is whether or not the organization is 

ready to urge the correct folks within the right place at the correct time .These talent challenges are debated extensively in 

common and professional person adjusted literature, net magazines and on social networking sites. Since 2001, lecturers have 
conjointly made a substantial quantity of literature on talent management. In 2006, Lewis and Heckman complete that despite 

the degree of educational literature, talent management was still in its infancy; it lacked a transparent and consistent definition 

and scope moreover as a abstract framework supported research. In 2009, this was once more confirmed by Collings and 
Mellahi. Simply 2 years later, Collings, servant and Vaiman (2011) complete that the sphere had touched from infancy to 

adolescence, due to the contribution of the many, in the main US-based, student‘s exploitation North yank thinking and 
analysis. The consequence is, in their read, that the North American country context includes a dominant influence on the talk. 

Additionally, Powell et al. (2012) state that there's conjointly a powerful specialize in talent management within the personal 

sector and in multinationals. this is often corresponding to the overall field of human resource management (HRM) (Keegan 
and Boselie 2006). within the field of HRM, there's a growing awareness of the relevant impact of discourse factors within the 

shaping of the use relationship and HRM (Paauwe 2004). Therefore, this ideas and assumptions in talent management literature 

associated with the context of US-based, personal and transnational organizations square measure in all probability but equal to 
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describe and study talent management in organizations in alternative contexts, like public or non-profit organizations or tiny and 

medium enterprises. 
 

ALIGNING TALENT STRATEGY AND BUSINESS STRATEGY 

Here are four human resources activities that need clear alignment with business strategy: 

1. Talent Acquisition: Employees are the difference in any organization. They create and innovate ideas for the company, 

build products to sell, service customers, and plan for the future. Organizations have to consider the talent they have and 

will need in order to thrive and survive in the marketplace.  

2. Goals: Once employees are hired, they need to understand performance expectations and set relevant goals. An 

employee‘s goals should be congruent with their department and the company. As an employee accomplishes their goals, 

the organization moves closer to achieving their strategy.  

3. Performance Management: Employees need regular, specific, timely feedback to perform well. Organizations with a 

culture that supports performance coaching realize 13 percent stronger business results, according to Bersin by Deloitte.  

4. Learning and Development (L&D): Business strategy must align with two core activities in L&D. Initially, employee 

onboarding is the first impression new hires receive. It needs to show employees how their work connects with the 

organization. Next, development activities should prepare employees for their future role with the organization (which 

implies there‘s a future strategy).  

 
TALENT INSUFFICIENCY AND ACCOMPLISHMENT 

 
 
Technology advances have pushed businesses forward however they‘ve conjointly given new challenges: finding the correct 
folks to assist you get the correct merchandise to plug — particularly before your competition — is more durable than ever. this 
is often combined by the appearance of on-line skilled networks. Where as these networks will facilitate recruiters additional 
simply realize new talent, they conjointly create it doable for high performers to be found by alternative hungry recruiters and 
cherry choose talent for his or her next nice job. Some jobs square measure simply crammed, however only too usually the 
talent the organization desires is scarce and also the talent of recruiters in quickly finding and appeal that talent is crucial. this is 
often a matter of strategic importance to the company‘s bottom line. Open essential positions result in delayed comes, lost 
targets and overextended groups. And a delayed project isn't simply Associate in Nursing inconvenience—it will mean the 
distinction between obtaining a product out before competitors and being late to plug. These vacancies will ultimately 
contribute to reduced revenue and loss of market share. Given the impact vacancies will wear the organization, recruiters should 
perpetually explore new techniques to cut back the time to fill openings. therefore what works? 
 
 
In this study, results varied. Simply over common fraction of corporations purpose to higher sourcing because the darling plan 
of action in decreasing time to fill . ligature for second place were the utilization of social tools and improved screening and 
assessments. Some corporations conjointly noted enhancements attributable to higher package and processes. Solely seven-
member of corporations aforesaid that additional competitive compensation and edges created a distinction. This might be as a 
result of organizations square measure unwilling to extend pay or haven't thought-about exploitation non-financial rewards to 
draw in talent. Corporations falling into the ―other‖ class reported techniques like being flexible in adhering to job descriptions 
once sourcing new recruits and looking forward to their firm‘s success and name to draw in talent. The takeaway is that there‘s 
no remedy once it involves decreasing time to fill. Additional likely, it‘s a mix of higher sourcing, effectively investing social 
media tools, rising screening and streamlining package applications and processes. As we‘ll see later, some corporations are 
turning to non-financial rewards. Finally, one plan of action not mentioned by those surveyed is employing a holistic, analytical 
approach to higher anticipate vacancies—via foreseen retirement or attrition—and prepare before there's an instantaneous 
would like. 
 
RETENTION, COMPENSATION AND LEARNING 

 
 
If finding the simplest folks is crucial to a company‘s success, keeping them is even additional necessary. Even as with 
customers, finding new high talent is longer and resource-consuming than keeping the highest talent you have already got. 
Compensation and learning square measure primary factors in worker satisfaction, that ultimately ends up in retention, and that 
they are examined during this section. once search regarding general retention methods, eightieth of study rumoured that 
specialize in one among 2 tactics: higher worker engagement through clear goals and communication, and higher career and 
succession management . within the book on the far side HR: The New Science of Human Capital, John Boudreau and Pete 
Ramstad create a case for cheater focus, like higher desires analysis once it involves worker retention. After all, organizations 
aim to retain high performers and high potentials, not all staff. solely 100 percent of respondents listed desires analysis as a high 
focus, that is in line with general survey findings relating to talent management application integration and also the 
embracement of unit of time analytics. At this time, unit of time remains seemingly to be centred on programs for the overall 
worker population. Respondents WHO answered ―other‖ named techniques like employing a combination of those ways (rather 
than focusing effort on one) or exploitation higher choice as the simplest way to boost retention. whereas limiting choice to 
those anticipated to remain may match once there's an oversized pool of qualified candidates, in times of talent insufficiency, 
it's going to be impractical. 
 
 
  
 
 

http://www.halogensoftware.com/blog/how-to-engage-employees-in-coaching-conversations
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PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT AND TALENT REVIEWS 

 
 
End-to-end talent management encompasses 3 main pillars: accomplishment, learning and performance management. 
Performance management could be a crucial part of maintaining the simplest doable work force because it allows corporations 
to spot high performers and high potentials whereas conjointly understanding problems with under-performance. From there, 
corporations will higher strategize benefit will increase, retention efforts and additional. Organizations indicated that coaching 
managers in performance management has brought them the foremost success; this is often conjointly the world of greatest 
focus for continuing improvement. the opposite 2 productive practices are higher alignment between goals and higher goal 
setting. Respondents WHO answered ―other‖ pointed to the importance of constructing performance management a part of the 
culture and in progress employee-manager communication. one among the foremost necessary parts of talent management is to 
travel on the far side the individual performance appraisals and appearance closely at the talent pool to spot and develop key 
talent. This method is usually known as a talent review, and is handled by a committee of senior managers. simply over 2 
hundredth of organizations rumored that they failed to use talent reviews. If we have a tendency to specialize in the nearly 
eightieth that did, we discover that near 1/2 those solely use paper-based reviews . Given the benefit with that talent review 
committees will type through Associate in Nursingd appraise a worldwide work force exploitation an integrated talent 
management system, it looks seemingly the quantity exploitation manual processes can shrink within the years ahead. complete 
technology (instead of integrated technology) is amazingly prevalent; it's utilized by run over 1/2 the organizations that use 
technology for talent reviews. 
 
 
THE APPEARANCE OF INTEGRATION 

 
 
Soon when adopting new talent management applications, most organizations notice the necessity for integration. Technology 
investments square measure usually created to contour processes and improve information accuracy. however the total power of 
technology can not be realised once corporations have multiple systems of record with disconnected information streams and 
conflicting processes. Moving information from one system to a different and ultimately wanting to method the data in an 
exceedingly manual application, sort of a programme, ends up in inaccuracies, frustration and wasted force. Study shows that 
unit of time includes a great distance to travel once it involves integration. the bulk of organizations surveyed report poor to 
moderate integration of their talent management applications. Performance management could be a bit additional seemingly to 
be integrated than the opposite pillars of talent management, though even there the quantity with poor integration greatly 
outnumbers those with sensible integration. Talent management is more and more turning into a priority for corporations and 
CEOs have new, additional strategic expectations of their unit of time leadership. At constant time, unit of time leaders attempt 
to be seen as over transactional contributors and push for a seat at the manager designing table. To elevate their roles and gift 
CEOs with the thoughtful, verified talent intelligence demanded, unit of time leaders can got to create systems integration and 
clean, consistent information bigger priorities. 

 

 

CONCLUSION 
Talent management is a business strategy and you must fully integrate it within all of the employee related processes of the organization. 

Attracting and retaining talented employees, in a talent management system, is the job of every member of the organization, but especially 

managers who have reporting staff (talent).The talent management ply necessary role in trade growths. Slower economic process combined with 

a insufficiency of talent to fill crucial positions, the appearance of social networking and a replacement generation of digital natives, and raised 

expectation from the highest, mean that the times of transactional unit of time have long passed. unit of time leaders need a seat at the strategic 

table and CEOs need to relinquish it to them. however to be ready to create this leap from transactional to strategic, unit of time leaders got to 

place bigger specialize in tools, method and integration and stop addressing talent management in silos. whereas techniques for decreasing 

time to fill, maximising the effectiveness of compensation and rewards, and retentive high performers vary among corporations, one factor is 

constant: easy accessibility to work force intelligence is essential. while not access to wash, consistent information, unit of time leaders cannot 

act with the knowledge and speed to urge the simplest folks at very cheap price and make sure the best performance and lowest attrition. 

Moreover, unit of time can lose the chance to be true leaders within the business and facilitate guide the CEO in choices supported future 

business impact. what percentage high performers can you lose to retirement within the next 5 or 10 years? What talent demands square 

measure on the rise? that regions, classes and functions would like bigger attention? what is going to be very cheap line impact of giving benefit 

will increase to high performers solely vs. all employees? {this is|this is often|this will be} all insight that the unit of time leader can and may 

give. one among the 3 crucial parts of a productive business has the simplest folks within the world. it's a war to seek out, develop and retain the 

simplest folks, however it’s one which will be won with the correct tools at hand. 
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